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a b s t r a c t 

In this paper, we present a novel approach for a tighter integration of 3D modeling and physically- 

based simulation. Instead of modeling 3D objects as surface models, we use a volumetric subdivision 

representation. Volumetric modeling operations allow designing 3D objects in similar ways as with 

surface-based modeling tools, while automatic checks and modifications of inner control points ensure 

consistency during the design process. Encoding the volumetric information already in the design mesh 

drastically simplifies and speeds up the mesh generation process for simulation. The transition between 

design, simulation and back to design is consistent and computationally cheap. Since the subdivision and 

mesh generation can be expressed as a precomputable matrix-vector multiplication, iteration times can 

be greatly reduced compared to common modeling and simulation setups. Therefore, this approach is 

especially well suited for early-stage modeling or optimization use cases, where many geometric changes 

are made in a short time and their physical effect on the model has to be evaluated frequently. To test 

our approach, we created, simulated and adapted several 3D models. We measured and evaluated the 

timings for generating and applying the matrices for different subdivision levels. Additionally, we com- 

puted several characteristic factors for mesh quality and mesh consistency. For comparison, we analyzed 

the tetrahedral meshing functionality offered by CGAL for similar numbers of elements. For changing 

topology, our implicit meshing approach proves to be up to 70 times faster than creating the tetrahedral 

mesh only based on the outer surface. Without changing the topology and by precomputing the matrices, 

we achieve a speed-up of up to 2800, as all the required information is already available. 

© 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license. 

( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ) 

1. Introduction 1 

In computer graphics and animation, subdivision surfaces are 2 

widely used to create visually appealing 3D models. When aim- 3 

ing for a plausible physical behavior of those models for 3D ani- 4 

mation or games, physically-based simulation comes into play. In 5 

many cases, it takes several loops of design and simulation to ad- 6 

just a 3D geometry so that it shows the intended behavior in the 7 

simulation. Although subdivision surfaces have proven to be use- 8 

ful tools in animation, they show some of the same hurdles as 9 

other representation schemes to be overcome for simulation. Usu- 10 

ally, the geometric mesh has to be transformed into a volumetric 11 

mesh to enable simulation (hereinafter referred to as meshing pro- 12 
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cess). As the surface mesh just describes the outer boundary of the 13 

object, volumetric meshing tends to be a time-consuming process 14 

that might even require manual interaction, often to be re-done 15 

with every geometric change. Since there is no direct correlation 16 

between the design mesh and the simulation mesh, feedback and 17 

conclusions from the simulation results have to be derived manu- 18 

ally to improve the design. 19 

While the engineering community tries to solve this problem 20 

with Iso Geometric Analysis (IGA) presented by Hughes et al. [1] in 21 

2005, we propose a method more suited for computer animation. 22 

By using subdivision volumes instead of subdivision surfaces for 23 

creating the initial 3D object, we encode the volumetric informa- 24 

tion into the model directly in the design phase. Volumetric mod- 25 

eling operations allow the manipulation of the geometry similarly 26 

to existing modeling tools, which use subdivision surfaces, while 27 

at the same time keeping the volumetric representation consis- 28 

tent underneath. For its diversity and its ability to handle con- 29 

trol meshes of arbitrary topology, we chose the Catmull –Clark solid 30 
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subdivision scheme by Joy and MacCracken [2] for our approach. 31 

Since the outer limit surface is identical to the limit surface of 32 

Catmull –Clark subdivision surfaces as presented by Catmull and 33 

Clark [3] in 1978, there is no visual difference when designing 3D 34 

models with either Catmull –Clark surfaces or solids. For simulat- 35 

ing, the volumetric subdivision scheme is applied to the control 36 

mesh multiple times until the desired mesh resolution is reached. 37 

Afterwards, the mesh can be converted into a purely tetrahedral 38 

mesh if necessary. To run the simulation, we use a custom GPU- 39 

based FEM solver based on the method presented by Weber et al. 40 

[4] in 2013. However, as we are able to create a hexahedral or 41 

tetrahedral mesh, it does not require a special solver to be simu- 42 

lated and could also be fed into open-source or commercial solvers 43 

as well. Due to the initial volumetric representation, many vertices 44 

are shared between the design mesh and the simulation mesh and 45 

the simulation results can be visualized (also volumetrically) di- 46 

rectly on the design mesh. This allows for clear hints on where to 47 

adapt/improve the model if necessary. 48 

Since both the subdivision steps along with the conversion into 49 

a tetrahedral mesh can be expressed as one precomputable matrix- 50 

vector multiplication, our meshing process is much faster than 51 

those of commonly used meshing tools such as CGAL [5] or Tet- 52 

Gen [6] and therefore allows much faster iterations of design and 53 

simulation. Additionally, due to the volumetric structure and the 54 

choice of the volumetric modeling operations, the mesh is guar- 55 

anteed to be manifold except for self-intersections. These are re- 56 

solved in an automatic smoothing step, averaging the positions of 57 

the inner control points based on their neighbors. At the same 58 

time, this smoothing improves the overall quality of our simula- 59 

tion mesh. 60 

Our main contributions are: 61 

• A new approach for generating 3D models suited for design and 62 

simulation alike. 63 

• A tighter integration of modeling and simulation with shorter 64 

iteration times and more insightful feedback. 65 

These lead to the following benefits: 66 

• Fast and consistent meshing due to an existing volumetric 67 

structure and precomputable mesh generation matrices. 68 

• A partly relation between the geometric model and the simula- 69 

tion results. 70 

• An ensured manifold volumetric mesh representation while 71 

modeling, automatically resolving self-intersections of inner 72 

vertices. 73 

This paper is an extension to the conference paper “Implicit 74 

Mesh Generation using Volumetric Subdivision” by Altenhofen 75 

et al. [7] as presented at the 13th Workshop on Virtual Reality 76 

Interaction and Physical Simulation VRIPHYS 2017. The extensions 77 

focus on evaluating and improving the quality and consistency of 78 

the simulation meshes created by our implicit mesh generation ap- 79 

proach. Mesh uniformity in terms of cell sizes and angles as well 80 

as inconsistent topologies due to self-intersections are discussed. 81 

We present a modified version of Laplacian smoothing on inner 82 

control points to resolve self-intersections and even out cell sizes 83 

and angles. Additionally, we show an alternative approach for con- 84 

verting the volumetric subdivision mesh into a tetrahedral mesh, 85 

using adapted Catmull –Clark subdivision rules also in this step. 86 

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 summarizes 87 

existing work that is related or fundamental to our approach. 88 

Section 3 explains the approach in detail, showing its individual 89 

components and their connections. In Section 4 , we describe our 90 

prototypical implementation. Section 5 shows the accomplished re- 91 

sults, as well as benchmarks for the major steps and comparison 92 

with other algorithms. Section 6 wraps up the paper, reflects on 93 

our results and points out the advantages and possibilities for im- 94 

provements of our approach. Finally, Section 7 gives an outlook on 95 

future improvements. 96 

2. Relat ed work 97 

This section overviews existing methods that are related to our 98 

approach and briefly discusses their benefits and drawbacks. 99 

2.1. Modeling 100 

In the field of modeling three-dimensional objects, the 101 

main categories are computer-aided design software (CAD) like 102 

Solid Works [8] , Rhino [9] or Fusion 360 [10] and polygonal mod- 103 

eling known from tools like Maya [11] or Blender3D [12] . 104 

CAD software in general uses implicit volumetric representa- 105 

tions such as BReps or parametric surface descriptions such as 106 

Bézier, B-spline or NURBS surfaces. The latter define smooth sur- 107 

faces by a set of control points and are well suited for engineer- 108 

ing applications. However, they are hard to use when aiming for 109 

organic shapes such as often required in computer graphics and 110 

animation. 111 

In the area of design for computer graphics, animation and 112 

games, polygonal modeling tools are very common because of 113 

their easy-to-use modeling techniques. In contrast to CAD software, 114 

polygonal modeling tools like Blender3D offer subdivision surface 115 

algorithms to design organic 3D models. They provide a control 116 

mesh with a relatively low amount of degrees of freedom to model 117 

a smooth limit surface (see Section 2.2 ). A commercial example for 118 

heavily using subdivision techniques in different areas of 3D mod- 119 

eling and computer animation is Pixar [13] . Nevertheless, all these 120 

tools typically offer surface modeling only. 121 

In terms of volumetric modeling, there are only few approaches. 122 

Fairly new modeling techniques arise with the field of additive 123 

manufacturing, using modeling techniques on a voxel basis. An ex- 124 

ample is the software Monolith [14] which is a voxel-based mod- 125 

eling engine for multi-material 3D printing. It can describe inner 126 

structures and material properties. Another volumetric modeling 127 

technique is sculpting presented by McDonnell et al. [15] in 2001, 128 

which allows the designer to initially model a rough shape and 129 

then define details like a sculptor by adding and removing parts 130 

locally from the shape. Analogously to subdivision surfaces, subdi- 131 

vision volumes exist, but they are mostly used in the context of 132 

simulation as described in Section 2.2 . 133 

2.2. Subdivision 134 

Subdivision surfaces are widely used in computer graphics and 135 

computer animation. They provide smooth surfaces while at the 136 

same time only having a small number of degrees of freedom to 137 

define those. Due to the iterative or precomputable refinement 138 

process, memory consumption for a subdivision-based 3D object 139 

is much lower than for a finely tessellated model. It also allows 140 

for dynamic tessellation and level-of-detail approaches to improve 141 

the performance for rendering. For many years, different subdivi- 142 

sion schemes have been developed. Some of them require purely 143 

triangular control meshes like the ones by Loop [16] and Dyn 144 

et al. [17] , while others work on quad-based meshes or are able 145 

to handle control meshes with arbitrary topology by authors such 146 

as Doo [18] and Catmull and Clark [3] . Depending on the subdivi- 147 

sion scheme and the topology of the control mesh, the limit sur- 148 

face has different continuity C ( C 0 , C 1 , C 2 ). 149 

As an extension to the existing subdivision schemes for sur- 150 

faces, volumetric subdivision algorithms have been developed. 151 

They are mostly used in the engineering environment for global 152 

or local refinement of the simulation mesh as described by 153 
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